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Creation and Management of Social Network
Honeypots for Detecting Targeted Cyber Attacks
Abigail Paradise, Asaf Shabtai, Rami Puzis, Aviad Elyashar, Yuval Elovici,
Mehran Roshandel, and Christoph Peylo
Abstract— Reconnaissance is the initial and essential phase
of a successful advanced persistent threat (APT). In many
cases, attackers collect information from social media, such as
professional social networks. This information is used to select
members that can be exploited to penetrate the organization.
Detecting such reconnaissance activity is extremely hard because
it is performed outside the organization premises. In this paper,
we propose a framework for management of social network
honeypots to aid in detection of APTs at the reconnaissance
phase. We discuss the challenges that such a framework faces,
describe its main components, and present a case study based
on the results of a field trial conducted with the cooperation of
a large European organization. In the case study, we analyze the
deployment process of the social network honeypots and their
maintenance in real social networks. The honeypot profiles were
successfully assimilated into the organizational social network
and received suspicious friend requests and mail messages that
revealed basic indications of a potential forthcoming attack.
In addition, we explore the behavior of employees in professional
social networks, and their resilience and vulnerability toward
social network infiltration.
Index Terms— Advanced persistent threats (APTs), social
network security, socialbots.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A

DVANCED Persistent Threats (APTs) are sophisticated
attacks that incorporate advanced methods for evading
current security mechanisms. Traditional security solutions,
such as intrusion prevention systems and endpoint protection
have failed repeatedly to mitigate such threats [1]. Several
recent studies have expressed the need for new tools and
methods specifically aimed at detecting APTs [2]. Deploying
new and versatile technologies for identifying and investigating suspicious activities is the only way to survive in the cyber
arms race [3].
APTs usually follow a methodological multistage process
for conducting a cyberattack [4]. The defense approaches focus
on later stages of an APT, for example: detecting the command
and control communication [5], or detecting anomalies caused
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by the actual attack [6]. Jasek et al. [7] suggested using
honeypots to detect activities related to APTs after the attacker
has already penetrated the organizational network. So far, little
attention is payed to the early stages of an attack, when the
adversaries collect information about the organization. In this
paper, we propose detecting indications of forthcoming attacks
by focusing on the reconnaissance stage.
Detecting reconnaissance activities is very difficult since
usually it is performed outside of the organization’s
premises and without direct interaction with the organizational
resources. At some point, the reconnaissance phase enables the
attacker to find an entry point into the organization leading to
the next phases. But some reconnaissance activities do leave
traces. For example, advanced attackers make use of online
social networks (OSNs) in order to extract useful information
and establish contact with company employees as potential
entry points into the organization. A recent survey suggests
that 74% of the Internet users are now active on social
media [8]. According to the 2013 APT Awareness Study, 92%
of respondents believe that the use of OSNs increases the
likelihood of a successful APT attack [9]. Social media is
already ripe with threats: between 8%–10% of all social media
profiles are malicious in nature [10].
Information extracted from OSNs may include organizational structure, positions, and roles within the organization,
contact information, etc. Once an attacker gains information
about an employee, he or she may trick it down to providing
access to important assets. Such an employee may receive a
specially crafted malicious email (a.k.a. spear phishing) get
exposed to the attack through news, status messages, or job
postings that lead the user to a subverted Internet resource [11].
For example, consider a cyber-attack originated in Iran and
primarily targeted senior U.S. military during 2011–2014 [12].
This attack used artificial profiles in OSNs to build relationships and trust that were later exploited to gain access to
sensitive information and deliver malware. Attacks that make
use of social media to infiltrate an organization go largely
unaddressed by traditional mechanisms. There is a growing
need for tools that can be used to detect reconnaissance
and initial penetration performed with the help of the social
networks.
The main objective of this paper is to gain insight about
the deployment process, creation, and management of the
social honeypots, as well as their feasibility and authenticity.
The contribution of this paper is therefore, threefold. First,
we propose social network honeypots as a means of detecting
APTs in the early phases of their life cycle. Social network
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honeypots are used in our research to direct the cyber security
officer of an organization to social network profiles which
require further investigation. Second, we present a framework
for the efficient creation and maintenance of honeypots. This
framework includes components that assist in: social network
acquisition, generating and managing artificial profiles, wiring
them into the network, and monitoring the profiles and associated email accounts. Third, we present a field trial as a proof
of concept to demonstrate the suggested framework in practice
with its important technical and organizational caveats.
The honeypot profiles deployed during the field trial were
successfully assimilated in the social network and received
suspicious friend requests and mail messages. In the case
study, we derive useful insights regarding the creation of
genuine and attractive profiles. For example, we can see that in
order to increase the profile credibility and make the honeypots
deployment smoother, the respective email accounts should be
added to the organizational internal address book.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
reviews previous related works. Section III reviews the APT
and the reconnaissance phase. We present the suggested framework in Section IV and the case study in Section V. Section VI
presents legal and ethical considerations. Our conclusions,
research limitations, and future works are summarized in
Section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
A. Social Network Honeypots
Recently, Virvilis [2] indicated that creating social network
avatars may be a good solution to identifying activities related
to an APT.
Jasek et al. [7] suggested the general concept of using
honeypots (not social networks honeypots) to detect activities
associated with APTs. In our research, we suggest a solution
that specifically targets social networks and takes into consideration their technical and logistical concerns.
Several previous studies [13]–[16] have focused on the
identification of spammers that use social honeypots and the
creation of classifiers in order to distinguish social spammers from legitimate users. These studies assume that spammers follow certain behavioral patterns that can be identified
using machine learning techniques. In contrast to spammers,
advanced attackers use deceptive socialbots that are designed
to avoid automatic detection and usually require an investigation by a human operator to be discovered.
Zhu et al. [17] used honeypots for the purpose of exposing
information about botnets by becoming part of a malicious
botnet. While this can be used to detect attacks on organizations, it requires detection and infiltration of an existing botnet
that has potentially already caused harm.
To the best of our knowledge, artificial social network
profiles have not been used so far, to detect activities related
to APTs. But they have been extensively used by attackers.
B. Attacking With Artificial Profiles
Several studies presented attack methods of using socialbots
for different purposes: infiltration of the organization by main-

taining friendships with profiles [18], [19], targeting specific
users [20], obtaining personal information [21], or simply
gaining influence [22].
Mitter et al. [23] classified different attack methods adopted
by socialbots within the OSN. The attack strategies using
socialbots included: a cross-site profile cloning attack by
identifying a victim and creating a new identical profile [21],
simulating a data harvesting attack only using the People You
May Know [24], or maintaining friendships with employees of
an organization [19]. In their initial study, Elyashar et al. [19]
showed that artificial profiles can be utilized to mine information from a given organization. Next, they presented a
method for infiltrating a specific user based on sending friend
requests to all the specific users’ mutual friends and then to the
target [20]. In this paper, we employ artificial profile wiring
techniques that were shown to attract organization-targeted
socialbots [25], [26].
Several studies have presented strategies for connecting
profiles using socialbots and gaining influence on the Twitter
social network [27], [28]. Twitter socialbots mainly apply
simple strategies such as follows only users that followed the
bots and posting tweets about popular and focused topics [29].
C. Socialbot Detection
Several studies have presented techniques to detect socialbots by detecting anomalous behavior [15], [30], classification
based on content and network topology [31]–[35] or by the
detection of loosely synchronized actions [36], [37].
Deceptive socialbots try to follow the common activity
patterns of real users. This allows socialbots to avoid detection
and be used for longer period of time. Some OSN analytics can
help identify socialbots that penetrate the organization’s social
cycle [38], however, these methods are mainly effective against
non-sophisticated attackers. Paradise et al. [25] attempted to
detect socialbots that connected to employees in a targeted
organization in the reconnaissance phase. Their method was
based on intelligently selecting organization member profiles
and monitoring and investigating their activity. In contrast to
Paradise et al. [25], in this paper, we utilize artificial profiles as
honeypots in order to avoid the necessity of monitoring profiles
of real employees. In Section II-B, we discussed studies that
investigate the use of socialbots from the attack perspective.
In this paper, we propose turning the tables and using artificial
profiles to detect malicious socialbots or/and attackers.
III. R ECONNAISSANCE AND P ENETRATION
T HROUGH S OCIAL N ETWORKS
Reconnaissance is the first phase in the APT attack
cycle, involving information collection which is an important
preparatory step taken before the more aggressive steps of
APT attacks [39], [40]. In this step, attackers identify and
study the targeted organization and collect information about
the technical environment and key personnel in the organization [41]. This information is often gathered via Open
Source INTelligence (OSINT) tools and social engineering
techniques. OSINT is a form of intelligence collection from
publicly available sources, and nowadays it typically refers to
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aggregating information about a subject via free sources on
the Internet [42].
One of the most fertile sources of information about an
organization is social networks [43], [44]. As attackers have
widened the scope of their attacks beyond traditional attack
vectors, they have increasingly started to exploit OSNs. They
make use of social engineering techniques such as exploiting
personal connections and manipulating people through social
network interactions [45], [46]. There are also documented
incidents of malware distribution through social networks; for
example, a Trojan attack infected an estimated 110 000 Facebook users’ machines over a two-day period [47], and the
W32.Koobface worm that targeting social networks using
clever social engineering attacks and the link-opening behavior
of social media users [41]. Security researchers at Proofpoint
estimated that from 2014 to 2015, there will be a 400 percent
increase in malicious social media content [48].
ZeroFOX, a company that provides cyber security solutions,
listed top social network threats and attacks in 2015. Attacks
included: information leakage, creating fake profiles in order to
send phishing links and malware, launching social engineering
attacks, and scamming employees [49].
Several cyber security experts have mentioned that attackers
actively try to exploit information from social networks in
order to gain access to private information that is shared by
employees and intended to be seen only by insiders [50]–[52].
As a case in point, recently, friend requests were sent through
Viadeo (a professional social media network based in France)
to the French offices of Trend Micro. The requests targeted
several specific employees, and the profile which sent the
requests pretended to be an IT manager from the Trend Micro
Australia office who had been with the company for 18 years.
Checking the company directory confirmed that there was
no employee with that name [51]. Another recent example
is the identification of 25 fake LinkedIn profiles as part of
a targeted social engineering focused on the mobile telecom
sector; the profiles claimed to belong to employees at major
organizations. In this case, attackers may have been interested
in stealing data or trying to access the telephony networks to
intercept communications [53].
These are just a few of the many types of attack activity, this
paper aims to address. These examples mentioned demonstrate
the increasing use of OSNs as an information gathering tool
and means of initial penetration of an organizational network.
IV. S OCIAL N ETWORK H ONEYPOT
We propose social network honeypot for acquiring indications of forthcoming attacks. The general concept is presented
in Fig. 1. The artificial profiles (blue avatars in Fig. 1) are
created, integrated into the OSN, and monitored. An attacker
operates several OSN profiles (red avatars) to search for relevant employees and connect with them. During this process,
the attacker attempts to contact the honeypots (red dashed lines
in Fig. 1), for example, by sending a friend request or an
email message with a malicious payload. Suspicious friend
requests and emails sent to the honeypot’s email account are
analyzed. The goal of the social network honeypot is to trap
the attacker’s activity as soon as possible.

Fig. 1.
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General concept of the social network honeypot.

Using the proposed framework, we strive to provide the
following benefits to the organization.
1) Understanding the extent to which the organization is a
target of attacks via OSNs.
2) Understanding which functions in the organization that
attackers are interested in (e.g., secretaries versus senior
technical personnel).
3) Detecting APT attacks at early phases in the APT life
cycle.
4) Providing detection with a minimal false positive rate.
5) Understanding to what extent attackers use the email
addresses of employees or the OSNs as an entry point
to the organization (e.g., for injecting malicious code).
6) Providing the organization with additional forensic information.
The proposed framework, presented in Fig. 2, supports the
creation, maintenance, and monitoring of artificial profiles
(i.e., honeypots) in OSNs. We elaborate on its main components in the following sections.
A. Social Network Acquisition
The first component focuses on acquisition of the informal
social network of organization employees. It includes a crawler
whose objective is extracting user information from profiles
of members of the target organization from various OSNs.
Such information is utilized by the system for creating reliable
artificial profiles. Two main methods can be used for crawling:
using (developer) API and Web Scrapping.
Acquiring OSN profiles is a challenging task. Social network services detect and block unsolicited crawling activities
and official data acquisition channels are not well established
yet. Other technical challenges include varied API and page
structures of the different OSNs where employees may have
their profiles. Additionally, it is important to normalize the
data and mark the missing pieces appropriately. Finally, identification of the employee profiles in the various OSNs is
a nontrivial task, especially when the employees are kept
uninformed regarding the honeypot deployment in order to
minimize the threat of insider data leakage.
In general, the data collection required to create genuine
honeypots is very similar to the reconnaissance activity performed by attackers. For example, both parties can employ
targeted crawling [54] or homing socialbots [19] to acquire
the data. A third approach, suitable for very few organizations,
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OSN honeypot framework—main components.

is to oblige the employees to expose their personal OSN
profiles to some organizational web application.
In current implementation, we employ targeted crawling.
B. Artificial Profile Generator
This component supports both manual and automatic honeypot generation based on information obtained through the
social network acquisition module.
The process of generating the honeypots is supported by a
wizard that follows the following workflow: selecting home
address, updating basic profile information, inserting work
history, inserting education history, and finally reviewing and
saving the new artificial profile. Fig. 3 presents the profile
review and modification form.
Although the framework mainly targets professional OSNs
such as LinkedIn, it is extendible to other OSNs such as
Facebook and additional information items (such as groups
of interests, and posts) that can be added to the framework.
In order to ease on the operator and create genuine profiles, each phase of the wizard relies on statistics of existing (crawled) profiles and information from previous phases.
For example, the wizard will offer first name/last name/city
choices most relevant to the country chosen by the operator.
The framework also supports an automatic process
of basic information for the honeypot generation. Using
HoneyGen [55], we generate high-quality artificial profiles
that follow association rules mined from the crawled data.
HoneyGen was initially proposed for creating high-quality
artificial database records based on real (genuine) records
for exporting databases without compromising privacy (for
example: for system tests) as depicted in Fig. 4.
The input to the profile generation process includes a
database of real profiles (tokens) crawled from the OSN.
In the first phase, rules are mined from the database. Then,
based on the crawled data and the extracted rules, a large
number of artificial records are generated. In the last phase,
the generated artificial profiles are sorted by similarity to real
tokens in the input database. The similarity score is assigned
to each artificial profile using a likelihood rating function that
considers the combinations of its values. In the future work,
we plan to add the framework, the ability to generate realistic
education, and employment history.

Fig. 3.

Artificial profile generation.

Fig. 4. HoneyGen tool that is used for generating high-quality artificial
profiles.

C. Profile Manager
This is the main component of the framework which
controls the profile after its creation and supports: accepting/sending friend requests, sending posts and messages, completing the “like” action, and more, depending on the API
provided by the specific OSN.
Its primary task is “wiring” the honeypot (i.e., connecting
it with other profiles in the OSN in order to increase its
reliability). The framework provides a method for identifying
profiles that should be approached with a friend request. This
is performed based on the “social-bot organization intrusion”
strategy [19], [25] which is based on the following assumptions:
1) The more friends a user has, the more likely he or she
is to approve the friend request.
2) The more mutual friends a user has with the requester
the more likely he or she will approve the friend request.
The wiring algorithm includes these main phases:
Phase 1 (Connect to Collaborating Employees): Typically,
a group of employees is aware of the honeypot deployment process in order to support it from the IT, Human
Resources (HR), and security perspectives. Connecting the
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Fig. 6.

Fig. 5.

Screenshot of the artificial profile monitoring module.

honeypots to a subset of these employees, with their consent,
will increase the profile credibility and help with further
assimilation in the OSNs.
Phase 2 (Send Requests to External, Highly Connected,
Profiles): This phase helps to further increase the credibility of
the honeypot by connecting to profiles with a high probability
of approving friend requests.
Phase 3 ( Send requests to insider profiles): Phase 3 consists
of sending friend requests to the employees having the highest
probability of accepting the friend requests according to the
number of friends a profile has and the number of mutual
friends [25].
Each friendship request proposed by the algorithm should
be approved by the system operator before sending the request.
D. Profile Monitor
The goal of this module is monitoring the OSN events
related to the honeypot profiles. Fig. 5 presents the monitoring
module user interface (UI) and its filtering capabilities.
The monitoring module will collect and aggregate the events
in order to present them in a single unified UI.
The module is configured with the set of honeypots that
need to be monitored (including target OSN, profile ID, access
tokens, etc.) and it collects events related to the honeypot such
as friendship requests, incoming messages, and comments.
The available events depend on the specific OSN API. This
module allows filtering and ordering the events to simplify
their exploration. It is developed as a set of plugins, each
able to access accounts of a specific OSN, and is therefore
extendible to any OSN of interest.
E. Email Monitor
For each deployed honeypot, a shadow organization email
account is generated. The goal of this module is monitoring
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Screenshot of the email monitoring module.

the honeypot mailboxes. This module is granted permission (as
a client application) to collect emails sent to these accounts.
It stores the email content, including: timestamp, sender, recipients, subject, content, attachments, and URLs in a database
and scans the attachments and URLs for possible exploits.
This module supports integration and custom development of
new detectors and scanning logic. The results of all scanning
engines are stored in the database as well. A management
service provides graphical UI for exploring the emails and
scanning results (as presented in Fig. 6).
The management service integrates with this module to
provide periodical scanning of previous attachments and
URLs (e.g., every month). This is an important feature because
an attachment containing a zero-day exploit may not be
detected by any of the detection engines at the time that
an email was sent. However, after a few months, as the
exploit becomes known, the updated detection engines will
identify the attachment as malicious and the organization will
be informed that there was a penetration attempt.
V. C ASE S TUDY: A PPLYING T HE S OCIAL N ETWORK
H ONEYPOT F RAMEWORK
A. Overview
In order to demonstrate the proposed approach and framework, we conducted a field trial with the assistance of a large
European company (hereafter referred to as Organization A).
During eight months, we created, operated, and monitored
seven artificial profiles in two OSNs: Xing and LinkedIn. The
profiles were generated based on aggregated data provided to
us by Organization A, and statistical information we obtained
through targeted crawling of the OSNs.
It this trial, we limited the number of deployed profiles to
seven based on the following reasons: First, each profile was
approved by the organization according to a strict selection
process that required both time and effort. In addition, incoming communication of every profile during the trial had to
be inspected by qualified organization employee. Therefore,
in order to reduce the inspection effort the company insisted
on a “manageable” number of profiles. The main goal of the
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TABLE I
P ROFILE D ETAILS

Fig. 7.

Field trial timeline.

field trial was to gain insights about the process of creating,
integrating, and maintaining social honeypots, a goal that
does not necessitate the use of a large number of profiles.
Even though, the goal of this paper was not hunting for
attacks, we do believe that even a small number of good
and convincing profiles reveal valuable information about
the attacks. Based on the knowledge gained in this paper,
we plan to conduct a long term, trial with the specific goal of
identifying targeted reconnaissance activities.
The timeline (in months) and important milestones are
presented in Fig. 7.
In the case study, we used the proposed framework that
was described in Section IV, and we used the social network
acquisition module to extract statistical information about
the organization through targeted crawling of OSNs. Due to
the small number of profiles in the case study, the creation
of the profile’s information was done manually, without the
need to use the artificial profile generator module; the profile
generation will be described in Section V-C. Following the
creation of the profiles, each of the profiles underwent a wiring
process using the profile manager module as described in
Section IV-C. During the trial, the profiles were monitored
by scanning the OSN events and incoming emails using the
profile monitor module.
B. Case Study Objectives
The objective of this case study was to analyze the suggested
method of using artificial profiles as honeypots. In addition,
we derive useful insight which relate to the operation and
deployment of such social network honeypots. Specifically,
we attempt to answer the following questions:
1) How can we create a genuine and attractive honeypot?
2) What should be the honeypot wiring strategy?
3) How often are profiles subject to attacks (suspicious
emails or suspicious friend requests)?
4) How can malicious contact attempts be identified?
5) How easily do employees trust and connect with
unknown people?
6) Can the proposed framework be executed and operated
on real OSNs?
C. Profile Generation
Seven artificial profiles were generated in both LinkedIn and
Xing: two female profiles and five male profiles. The profiles

were created manually using the Profile Generator wizard and
with the help of Organization A cyber security department.
Table I presents the artificial profiles with the following
basic details: name, gender, role, and creation date. The
creation dates correspond to the timeline in Fig. 7.
Creating the profiles included the following main phases
which we took in order to make the profiles more attractive
and reliable:
1) Organization A provided the names, countries, and cities
of the profiles.
2) Additional info was defined based on statistical data as
described in Section IV-B.
a) Occupation: Out of the positions suggested by the
Profile Generator based on the honeypot residence
and crawled data, we selected the most attractive
ones with the assistance of Organization A.
b) Gender: We used gender distribution to see what
the dominant gender in Organization A for each
position was.
c) Age: We choose the average age of the employees of the specified gender holding the specified
position.
d) Work Experience and Education: The collection
of work history and education was constructed
by combining the data from employees holding
similar positions.
3) Creating Profile Picture: For the four initial profiles,
we used uncopyrighted profile pictures. We did not add
a profile picture to the last three profiles.
4) About Me: We provided the profiles with an appealing
“about me” section with relevant content regarding the
job, education history, and occupation.
D. Wiring Profiles
1) Connection Types: Each honeypot was connected to
three types of profiles:
Collaborators: Profiles of a few employees within the
organization who willingly participated in the trial.
Highly connected: Arbitrary popular profiles, which are not
affiliated with the organization and have over 500 connections.
Insiders: Social network profiles that contain the organization name but are not collaborators.
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TABLE II

TABLE III

P ROFILE S TATISTICS

F RIEND R EQUEST S TATISTICS

2) Wiring Process: We used the profile manager module
as presented in Section IV-C to get recommendations about
the next friend requests for each artificial profile. The wiring
profiles process included three main phases as was presented
in Section IV-C.
3) Termination of Insider Connection Requests: An internal
investigation was undertaken following a friend request from
one of the honeypots to an insider (non-collaborator). The
employee searched for the artificial profile and contacted the
HR department for information. Due to this investigation,
we were requested to stop sending friend requests to insiders
after five month since the beginning of the trial. Therefore,
the last four profiles did not send friend request to employees
of Organization A.

Fig. 8.

Aggregated acceptance rate per week for highly connected profiles.

Fig. 9.

Aggregated acceptance rate per week for insiders.

E. Profile Statistics
1) Acceptance of Friend Requests: Table II presents the
number of friends and the acceptance rate in each network
for each profile. We divided the table into two groups, the
four profiles that were created first and the last three profiles.
Observation 1 (Acceptance Rate): Table II shows that the
acceptance rate is higher for profiles with a picture than
for profiles without a picture (ANOVA test with confidence
level = 0.05). In addition, the female’s profile (USER_3) had
higher acceptance rates and more friends in both OSNs.
Discussion 1: Profiles with a picture seem to be more
attractive than those without. Although, profiles without pictures were introduced late, we argue that the time difference
between the profiles’ deployment has no effect on the acceptance rate. Despite the extremely small sample size the acceptance rate difference is significant, confirming observations
made in previous research [56].
Observation 2 (Acceptance Rate): The acceptance rate is
higher in Xing when compared with LinkedIn.
Discussion 2: We speculate that the acceptance rate in
Xing was higher than in LinkedIn because Xing report on the
profiles’ activity levels. During the honeypot wiring process,
we avoided sending friend requests to profiles with low activity
level contributing to the higher acceptance rate in Xing.
Table III presents statistics of friend request sent to insiders
and highly connected users with respect to the total number
of unique profiles that we contacted and total friend requests.

Observation 3 (Acceptance Rate for Highly Connected and
Insiders): The acceptance rate for insiders is lower than for
highly connected profiles, but it is still relatively high.
Discussion 3: There is a need to increase awareness
of employees to the dangers of accepting requests from
OSN members they did not met in real life.
Xing reports the dates of all accepted friend requests.
Figs. 8 and 9 show the progression of the acceptance
rate in Xing by highly connected and insiders respectively,
as a function of time. The week number (X-axis) is relative to the opening day for each profile; since three of
the profiles (USER_5, USER_6, USER_7) were created a
couple of weeks after the other profiles, their timeline is
shorter as presented in Fig. 7. Note that in Fig. 9 only
the first three profiles reached phase 3 as explained in
Section IV-C.
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Fig. 10. USER_3 and USER_4 aggregated acceptance rate per week for
highly connected users.

Observation 4 (Acceptance Rate for Highly Connected and
Insiders): Acceptance rate started low but increased over time.
Discussion 4: A profile that existed for a longer period of
time is more likely to receive positive responses to his/her
friend requests.
Fig. 10 focuses on the acceptance rate in Xing of
USER_4 and USER_3 for highly connected users. In the
case of USER_4, we sent friend requests to profiles which
previously accepted requests from our other artificial profiles.
Observation 5 (Using an Artificial Profile for Exploration):
USER_4 has a relatively high acceptance rate for a male
profile, which can be attributed to the utilization of previous
information.
Discussion 5: Artificial profiles can be used to locate
profiles with a higher likelihood of accepting friend requests
in order to boost acceptance rates of other profiles.
2) Incoming Friend Request Analysis: We accepted all
of the incoming friend requests and investigated each one
thoroughly as presented in Fig. 11.
Incoming friend requests were examined in the following
three phases.
Phase 1 (Checking the Profile of the Sender):
In this phase, we checked each request by processing the
profile of the sender. Requests from known profiles (collaborators, profiles associated with the organization, and highly
connected profiles) were marked as known. Other profiles
required further investigation. Fig. 12 shows the distribution
of friend requests after phase 1 in LinkedIn and Xing.
Observation 6 (Incoming Friend Requests): 28 friend
requests were identified as requests that needed further investigation. LinkedIn has a higher number of incoming friend
requests. In addition, the female profile has a higher number
of incoming friend requests.
Discussion 6: LinkedIn is a larger network with more
users compared to Xing which results in a higher number
of friend requests. A female profile attracts more incoming
friend requests, similar to the higher acceptance rate shown
previously.
Observation 7 (Insider’s Incoming Friend Requests): Artificial profiles received several friend requests from employees

Fig. 11.

Incoming friend request processing.

Fig. 12.

Incoming friend requests in LinkedIn and Xing.

that were not collaborators (insiders). These requests were
investigated by contacting the organization and ensuring they
came from valid employees.
Discussion 7: The incoming friend requests from insiders
show that our profiles were attractive and genuine enough to
attract attention from insiders that were not collaborators.
Phase 2 (Checking the Profile Online):
During this phase, we searched for information regarding
the name, organization, country, and job mentioned in the
profile in order to collect evidence of the person’s existence
beyond the OSN. We checked the sites on the Internet that
contain the profile information; we tried to verify the profile
information as follows: we checked to see whether the profile
exists in the address book of the organization mentioned in
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TABLE IV
S USPICIOUS P ROFILES

the profile, and we searched for the profile in other OSNs.
If this raised any concerns regarding the profile (for example,
we did not find the profile in the address book of the
organization), we counted the number of sites on the Internet
that contain the profile’s information; if there were more than
20 appearances, the profile was considered too prevalent, and
therefore considered suspicious (for example, it is possible that
attackers purposely choose a popular name for the profile in
order to increase ambiguity regarding the true identity of the
profile). If there were less than 20 appearances, we checked
each site and verified that the profile information could be
fully identified as a legitimate identity. In addition, if there
was no evidence at all on the Internet, the profile was defined
as suspicious.
We were able to find strong online evidence for 20 of
the friend requests. Eight profiles (14 friend requests) were
considered suspicious due to the above reasons. We contacted the profiles that did not show strong global online
evidence in order to test how they would respond. Out of
the eight profiles we contacted, only four profiles responded
to our message. Table IV summarizes the eight suspicious
profiles.
We now present observations and discussions on each
profile from the table.
Observation 8 (USER_MOS, USER_RA, USER_AM): The
three profiles claimed to be interested in a job. They sent their
CV to the artificial profile mail address. The three PDF files
were scanned by a lab that specializes in malware analysis.
The scan showed that two of the files were clean and one of
the files contained various calls to the operating system, which
should not exist in a PDF file.
Discussion 8: APTs usually do not try to send the malware
and penetrate during the initial interaction (first contact) with
its target but instead slowly build relation and trust to ultimately pick the right time for attack. Therefore, we assume
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that a longer study would have led to more observations and
different outcomes.
Observation 9 (USER_SG, USER_AA): The two profiles
started out and remained without any details in their profile
and zero friends.
Discussion 9: These two profiles were classified as fake
profiles.
Observation 10 (Spammer Profiles): An online search was
performed for USER_ILY, the name used appeared to be linked
with spam—therefore, increasing our suspicion it was fake.
There was no response to the message we sent. USER_RS
also appeared to be linked to spam and scams; we contacted
the profile and received a reply that is a common scam
message.
Discussion 10: Our online search and interactions with these
two profiles were enough cause to classify them as malicious
profiles related to scam and spam.
Observation 11 (USER_AP): This profile sent friend
requests to all seven artificial profiles on the same day. The
profile listed the user as a head of an organization without
detailing which organization. Also, when searching online for
the user’s profile picture, we discovered the picture was taken
from a website for photo editing.
Discussion 11: The profile was classified as a fake profile
but its intent remains unknown.
We quantified the effectiveness of our framework using the
discounted cumulative gain (DCG) measure. DCG is a measure used to measure the effectiveness of algorithms. Using
the decision of each friend requests as suspicious or not, DCG
provides an alternative measure to area under the ROC curve
(AUC); a higher DCG is indicative of identifying suspicious
cases earlier (in chronical order)
DC G = r [1] +

n

r [i ]
log2 i

(1)

i=2

where r [i ] is 1 if the i th friend request was defined as
suspicious (after phase 2 in Fig. 11) or 0 if the i th friend
request was defined as legitimate, and n is the number of total
incoming requests that required further investigation (moved
on to phase 2 in Fig. 11). Tables V and VI present the DCG
for each profile with regard to friend requests received in
Xing and LinkedIn, respectively. For example, in Table VI for
USER_6 the DCG measure was calculated as follows: there
were three investigated requests, and the two first requests
were defined as legitimate (r [1], r [2] = 0), and the last was
defined as suspicious (r [3] = 1)
DC G USER6 = 0 +

r [2]
r [3]
+
= 0.631.
log2 2 log2 3

(2)

Observation 12 (DCG Measure): The average DCG in both
networks (for a profile with a number of investigated requests
greater than zero) is 1.336
Discussion 12: A profile that existed for a longer period of
time is more likely to receive suspicious requests and get a
higher DCG.
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TABLE V

TABLE VII

S USPICIOUS F RIEND R EQUESTS IN X ING

E MAIL A NALYSIS

TABLE VI
S USPICIOUS F RIEND R EQUESTS IN L INKED I N

F. Email Analysis
1) Email Statistics: Table VII shows email distribution
for each of the profiles, we used “VirusTotal”1 to locate
spam/malware. The distribution includes the total number of
emails, the amount of spam and suspicious emails, emails
received from the OSNs, and other messages such as messages
from Organization A. We did not obtain USER_6’s email data,
since Organization A did not forward his/her emails to us.
Two of our profiles were exposed to spam. For a period of
about a month we registered with several websites (websites
offering free services, dating websites, etc.). The purpose of
this exposure was to test if it would increase the visibility
of the profile and make it more accessible to an attacker,
specifically an APT.
Observation 12 (Exposure to Spam): Profiles which were
exposed to spam received significantly more spam compared
to the other profiles. We noticed that USER_2 received mails
from spam websites we did not sign up for.
Discussion 12: Exposure to spam provides profiles with
increased online presence and can improve the legitimacy and
attractiveness to the attacker. In addition, USER_2’s mail was
shared among spam databases.
1 http://www.virustotal.com/

Fig. 13.

Incoming email processing.

Fig. 13 presents the classification for incoming emails.
Phase 1 (Checking the Emails Using “VirusTotal”):
We scanned each email using “VirusTotal” to find malware
and spam. Emails without malware or spam were marked as
legitimate during this phase.
Phase 2 (Identification of Suspicious Emails):
We classified the emails that were determined to not
be legitimate in phase 1 into two groups: spam emails
and suspicious emails. Unsolicited messages without malicious content or attachments were considered spam emails,
and unsolicited messages with malicious content or attachments were considered suspicious emails. The spam received
was either advertisements for products, software, or dating, or related to adult content. The suspicious emails received
were either phishing emails or emails with a URL that led to
a malware or virus.
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USER_5 received 5 suspicious emails before the profile was
opened.
Observation 15: (USER_5): The email accounts were
opened before the creation of the profiles in the OSN.
Discussion 15: This may be proof that the organization was
targeted by attackers via email accounts and that a scan for
valid email accounts was performed.
G. Challenges

Fig. 14.

Spam and suspicious emails.
TABLE VIII
S USPICIOUS E MAILS

During the phase of sending friend requests to insiders,
we received two messages from insiders that replied they could
not find us in the organization’s address book. An internal
investigation began by the insider. The employee contacted
the HR for information. As a result of this investigation,
we stopped sending friend requests to insiders. From this
event, it is possible to conclude that there is a need to add
the artificial profiles to the organization address book and
involve HR (and other relevant departments) in order to give
the profiles more credibility. In addition, there is a need to
increase the employee awareness regarding OSN hazards, and
checking profiles of strangers in the organization’s address
book can be a good solution.
H. Lessons Learned

Fig. 14 presents the number of emails that “VirusTotal”
classified as spam or suspicious emails (during phase 1) for
each profile. We received a total of 21 suspicious emails.
2) Suspicious Emails: We used the DCG measure in order
to measure the effectiveness of our framework also in detecting
suspicious emails received. Table VIII presents the DCG for
each profile with regard to emails received. To compute the
DCG, we used (1) where r [i ] is 1 if the i th email was defined
as suspicious (after phase 2 in Fig. 13) or 0 otherwise, and n
is the total number of incoming emails that moved to phase 2
in Fig. 13.
Observation 14 (DCG Measure): The average DCG in both
networks is 1.726. The number of emails that were classified
as not legitimate by “VirusTotal” was extremely high for
profiles that were exposed to spam compared to unexposed
profiles.
Discussion 14: The DCG score shows that it is inadvisable to expose profiles to spam. The average DCG is
2.464 for emails, excluding the profiles that were exposed to
spam (1.726 including the profiles that were exposed to spam).
On USER_7’s first day, six suspicious emails were received.
Observation 14 (USER_7): We investigated the profiles that
we contacted that day, and they were all legitimate profiles.
Discussion 14: There is a strong connection between the
existence of a profile in the OSN and its (active) exposure to
suspicious emails.

1) Acceptance Rate: The acceptance rate for the profiles of
females is higher than that of males, their friend requests are
approved at a higher rate.
Xing provides information about how active a profile is
on the network. The results show that users with higher
activity percentages are more likely to approve incoming
friend requests. The acceptance rate of all profiles increased
over time, leading to the conclusion that there is a more
positive attitude from users toward profiles that have existed
for longer periods of time.
2) New Wiring Method: The results showed that profiles
that accepted a friend request from one of our profiles were
prone to accepting requests from our other profiles as well.
Using this information, it is possible to use an artificial
explorer profile with the sole purpose of locating profiles
that are likely to approve friend requests, thus increasing our
chances for higher acceptance rates.
3) Employee Behavior on Social Networks: The case study
allowed us to examine the behavior of employees in regard to
accepting friend requests from strangers. On average 70% of
the employees accepted our friend request. We also received
20 incoming friend requests from insiders. There is a need to
increase the employee awareness to OSN hazards.
One possible solution for the awareness problem is checking profiles of strangers in the organization’s address book.
It should be encouraged that employees make use of such
tools before accepting friend requests from profiles claiming
to be part of the company.
4) Further Actions to Increase the Artificial Profiles’ Credibility: As a result of investigations performed by the
employees, we recommend adding the artificial profiles to the
organizations address book in order to increase their credibility
and involve other relevant departments.
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5) Profile Attractiveness: Our artificial profiles received
incoming friend requests from strangers, especially when
looking at the incoming friend requests from organization
employees that were not collaborators. The artificial profiles
received suspicious friend requests on average once a month
which indicates that our profiles were attractive enough to
attract people.
The profiles had very high acceptance rates among both
insiders (70%) and highly connected (90.78% in Xing and
76.96% in LinkedIn). Profiles with pictures had higher acceptance rates. The female profile was more attractive with higher
acceptance rates and more incoming friend requests.
6) Suspicious Emails: The unsolicited emails contained
suspicious and harmful links; however, those received were
not directed or targeted toward the user and were more general
in nature.
The case of receiving suspicious mails on the first day of
opening one of the profiles indicates that the mail received was
a result of opening the account. There is a strong connection
between the existence of a profile in an OSN and its (active)
exposure to suspicious emails.
The DCG measure shows that it is not advisable to expose
profiles to spam, because the number of emails that were
classified as suspicious by “VirusTotal” was extremely high
for those profiles
7) Survival in the Real Social Networks: 100% of the
artificial profiles survived within LinkedIn and Xing for the
duration of the case study, three profiles were deployed for
six months, one profile was deployed for four months, and the
last two profiles were deployed for two months. We believe
that the OSNs did not flag our profiles as suspicious due to
their similarity to other profiles within the organization and
our deliberate limited interaction with other social network
users (e.g., limiting the number of concurrent friend requests
and receiving and accepting friend requests from collaborators
inside the organization). This case study showed that it can be
implemented and executed within OSN.
I. Summary
We clustered our conclusions into features inspired in [57].
We defined the following three clusters.
Effectiveness: is the measure for deciding whether our
framework provides the desired output or not. Being effective means producing the right decision in terms of the
emails or friend requests that were identified as suspicious.
We used the DCG in order to measure the effectiveness of
our framework to detect suspicious activity at an early point
in time.
Survivability: Reflects how well did the honeypot profiles
survive in the social networks and avoided being blocked.
Attractiveness: Reflects how genuine and attractive the
honeypot profiles were.
Table IX summarizes our main conclusions.

TABLE IX
C ONCLUSION

A. Legal Considerations
We believe that a minimal violation of terms is the most
effective way to reliably estimate the feasibility of an attack
and determine how organizations can protect themselves
against threats involving social networks. Our framework
provides insight into the attacks and greater understanding of
the defenses required. Users will benefit from an increase in
security by developing a detective and protective mechanism
to defend against malicious acts [58]–[60].
The creation of honeypot profiles may lead to the violation
of the user terms of a social network, but we believe that
our study benefits both users and social network providers.
Between 8% and 10% of all social media profiles (approximately 150 million profiles) are malicious in nature [10].
This enormous number should emphasize the acute problem
that we are facing and demonstrate the need for further study
and solutions, particularly since social network providers have
repeatedly failed to mitigate such threats. There is a growing
need for new tools and methods for detecting such threats, and
we believe that it is incumbent on cyber security researchers
in academia to address this challenge.
B. Ethical Considerations

VI. L EGAL AND E THICAL C ONSIDERATIONS
The creation of artificial profiles raises a number of legal
and ethical challenges and dilemmas.

Our main goal is to help those targeted by malicious
attackers through social networks, while also respecting those
individuals. We accomplish this by considering the ethical
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issues involved with our research and those we are trying to
help, and by doing everything in our power to minimize an
invasion of their privacy.
As part of our effort to respond to ethical considerations,
we carried out the following actions (based on the main
guidelines in [59]) in order to protect the privacy of the social
network profiles, we contacted as follows.
1) The creation and maintenance of the profiles relied upon
the cooperation of the organization, and each honeypot
profile was created only with the strict approval of the
organization.
2) The data used for profile generation were publically
available online information.
3) The profiles’ privacy settings were defined such that an
external entity could not obtain information about the
profiles we contacted.
4) We did not access or store any information about the
profiles we contacted, and we only recorded the fact of
accepting the friend request.
5) The profiles’ identifiers were stored securely on a password protected server during the study.
6) Only incoming friend requests and incoming emails
were processed and analyzed for the research.
7) The profiles were deleted from the two social networks
at the end of the study.
8) We used the OSNs’ APIs for the monitoring and crawling process.
9) Identifiers of the profiles that contacted our profiles or were contacted by our profiles were deleted, and
only aggregated statistical data was retained.
10) Data processing and analysis are as follows.
a) Email communication with the profiles was
inspected and cleared by a security officer of Organization A in order to avoid unintentional leakage
of information.
b) Suspicious emails that did not contain any personal or confidential information were forwarded
to the research team and were inspected by automatic tools for determining spam, newsletters, and
detecting malicious content/code.
The issue of ethical considerations is a subject that needs to
be addressed quickly, due to the evidence of increased use of
social networks by attackers and the inability of current security solutions to address the problem. Therefore, we believe
security solutions like ours are necessary, and furthermore
we believe that the insight gathered from our experiment will
serve to assist the cyber security community in their efforts to
create defense mechanisms to protect private individuals and
organizations.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a method that is based on social
network honeypots to detect APT attacks at early phases of the
APT life cycle. We implemented the method and conducted
a field trial to demonstrate the effectiveness of the suggested
method with the cooperation of a European organization. The
artificial profiles that we created were able to assimilate into
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OSNs and appeared genuine and attractive to other users.
We can conclude that the wiring method proved successful
by having more than 70% average acceptance rate when
sending friend requests to members of the organization from
the artificial profiles. The artificial profiles received suspicious
friend requests and emails.
We were unable to completely validate the indications of
potential forthcoming attacks during our case study. This
could be attributed to: the short period of time in which
the case study was performed, the small number of profiles
we created for the purpose of demonstrating the framework,
and/or stopping the wiring process before it finished due to
investigation by organization employees.
In the future, we plan to continue and scale up the case
study for an additional time period in order to further examine
the effectiveness and attractiveness of the generated profiles,
generating a more diverse pool of profiles, and significantly
increasing the number of created profiles.
Furthermore, since the number of profiles was small, we created the profile information manually so there was no need to
use the complete framework. For the next study, we plan to
use and examine the complete framework.
We plan to upgrade the automatic generation of the artificial profiles component to support not only the automatic
generation of basic profile information, but also the automatic
generation of more advanced profile information such as
employment and education history.
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